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Summary 
Al-rich spinels (100Cr/(Cr + A1) < 5, A1203 > 50 wt%) are common in alpine perido- 
tites, both terrestrial nd lunar marie and ultramafic umulates, and in certain metamor- 
phic rocks, but they are apparently rare in terrestrial volcanic rocks. Here we describe 
the occurrence of Al-rich spinel inclusions in olivine phenocrysts in island are volcanic 
rocks from five new localities: Bukit Mapas (Sumatra) and eastern Bali in the Sunda 
arc, and Epi, Merelava, and Ambrym islands in the Vanuatu arc. More commonly, 
relatively Cr-rich spinels also occur as inclusions in the same olivine phenocrysts, and 
it appears that the Cr-poor aluminous pinels must be in disequilibrium with the host 
basaltic melts. In the rocks studied, Al-rich spinels also coexist with trapped silicate 
glasses and highly aluminous clinopyroxene in melt inclusions in olivine. This para- 
genesis uggests an origin involving contamination by localised Al-rich melt pockets as 
opposed to a xenocrystic origin. Two mechanisms to produce this high-A1 melt in 
basaltic magma chambers are suggested: (1) localized high-A1 melt production by 
complete breakdown of assimilated lower crustal gabbroic rocks. In this model the 
high-A1 melt may crystallise Al-rich spinels which are subsequently trapped as solid 
inclusions by phenocryst phases of the host basaltic melt or may be trapped as melt 
inclusions in which Al-rich spinels and Al-rich clinopyroxene crystallise as daughter 
phases, and (2) incongruent breakdown of amphibole in amphibole-rich cumulates in 
sub-arc, or sub-OIB volcano magma chambers. The latter eaction produces amelt with 
20-22% of A1203, aluminous clinopyroxene, Al-rich spinel and olivine. Mixing be- 
tween these amphibole breakdown products and host basaltic melt may occur through- 
out the evolution of a magmatic system, but particularly during recharge with hot 
magnesian basalt batches. Aluminous spinels and aluminous clinopyroxene produced 
during amphibole breakdown, or perhaps crystallised from aluminous melt produced 
in the same reaction, are incorporated into the magma during recharge, and subse- 
quently trapped, together with the coexisting Cr-spinels, by crystallising olivine and 
clinopyroxene. 
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Zusammenfassung 
AI-Spinelle in primitiven I selbogen-Vulkaniten 
Al-reiche Spinelle (100Cr/(Cr + A1) < 5, AlzO 3 > 50 Gew.~/o) sind in alpinen Perido- 
titen, in terrestrischen u d lunaren mafischen und ultramafischen Kumulaten und in 
manchen metamorphen Gesteinen weit verbreitet, aber sie scheinen in terrestrischen, 
vulkanischen Gesteinen selten zu sein. Wir beschreiben bier das Vorkommen von A1- 
reichen Spinell-Inklusionen in Olivinkristallen von Inselbogen-Vulkaniten vo  5 neuen 
Lokalit~iten: Bukit Mapas (Sumatra) und Ost-Bali m Sunda-Bogen und die Inseln Epi, 
Merelava und Ambrym im Vanuatu-Bogen. Relativ Cr-reiche Spindle kommen h~iufiger 
auch als Einschliisse in denselben Olivin-Kristallen vor, und es scheint, dab Chrom-arme 
Aluminiumspinelle imUngleichgewicht mit ihren basaltischen Mutterschmelzen stehen. 
In den untersuchten Gesteinen kommen Al-reiche Spinelle zusammen mit Silikatgl~isern 
und Aluminium-reichen Klinopyroxenen i  Schmelzeinschlfissen in Olivinen vor. Diese 
Assoziation weist auf einen Ursprung hin, der Kontamination durch lokalisierte A1- 
reiche "pockets" von Schmelze involviert; dies steht im Gegensatz zu einem Ursprung 
als Xenokristalle. Wir schlagen zwei Mechanismen vor, die diese Aluminium-reiche 
Schmelze in basaltischen Magmakammern erzeugen k6nnen: (1) lokalisierte Produktion 
von Aluminium-reicher Schmelze dutch vollkommene Aufl6sung yon assimilierten 
gabbroischen Gesteinen aus der unteren Kruste. In diesem Modell kann die Aluminium- 
reiche Schmelze Al-reiche Spinelle kristallisieren, die dann anschlieBend als feste 
Einschliisse yon Phenokristallen i  der basaltischen Mutterschmelze eingefangen wer- 
den oder als Schmelzeinschliisse, in denen Al-reiche Spinelle und Al-reiche Klinopyro- 
xene als Tochterphasen kristallisieren. (2) Inkongruenter Zerfall yon Amphibol in 
Amphibol-reichen Kumulaten in Magmakammern u ter Inselb6gen oder unter O1B- 
Vulkanen. Die letztgenannte R aktion erzeugt eine Schmelze mit ungef'~ihr 20-22% 
A1203, Aluminium-haltigen Klinopyroxen, Al-reichen Spinell und Olivin. Mischung 
zwischen diesen Produkten des Zerfalls yon Amphibol und basaltischer Mutterschmelze 
kann w~ihrend er ganzen Evolution eines magmatischen Systems tattfinden, aber 
besonders w~ihrend er Zufuhr neuer heil3er Magnesium-reicher Basalte. Aluminium- 
haltige Spinelle und Klinopyroxene, die w~ihrend es Zerfalls yon Amphibol entstanden 
sind oder vielleicht aus einer Aluminium-haltigen Schmelze in derselben Reaktion 
produziert wurden, werden w/ihrend der Neuzufuhr in das Magma inkorporiert und 
im Anschlul3 daran, zusammen mit den koexistierenden Cr-Spinellen, von kristalli- 
sierendem Olivin und Klinopyroxen eingefangen. 
Introduction 
Minerals of the spinel group (hereafter called spinel) are important accessory phases 
in virtually all intrusive and volcanic crustal rocks. The almost ubiquitous occur- 
rence of spinel in peridotite xenoliths and alpine peridotites indicates that this 
mineral is also widespread in the upper mantle. Understanding ofthe compositional 
variation, thermodynamic properties and paragenesis of spinels is important for 
three reasons: (1) spinels occur in rocks of very different composition ranging from 
mantle peridotites to granites, and can be used to classify and characterise a very 
large variety of rock types (Irvine, 1965; Dick and Bullen, 1984; Arai, 1987, 1992); (2) 
spinel crystallizes simultaneously with liquidus silicates (eg. olivine, orthopyroxene), 
and remains on the liquidus until the complete solidification of the rock; and (3), 
spinel is an extensive solid solution of cations with different valence, and its composi- 
tion reflects that of the parent melt and conditions of crystallisation (e.g. Dick and 
Bullen, 1984; Sack and Ghiorso, 1991). 
Al-spinels in primitive arc volcanics 
Cr-rich spinel (Cr203 in the range 15-70 wt%) is the most common spinel in 
ultramafic and basaltic volcanic rocks, but Al-rich and Cr-poor (Cr20 3 < 5 wt%) 
pleonaste, belonging to the Mg(Fe3 + A1)2 04-Fe(AWe 3+)2 04 series is rare in volca- 
nic assemblages. To the best of our knowledge, Al-rich spinels in arc lavas are 
previously reported from only four localities: in basanitoids of Grenada (Arculus, 
1974, 1978; Arculus and Wills, 1980) and Guadeloupe (Bissainte et al., 1993) in the 
Lesser Antilles, in high-A1 primitive basalts from Akutan Island (Hot Springs Bay 
Volcanics) in the Aleutian arc (Romick et al., 1990), and in cognate cumulate 
gabbroic inclusions dredged from Epi caldera, Vanuatu (Crawford et al., 1988). 
Arculus (1978) suggested that Al-rich spinels in volcanics might be xenocrysts 
derived from disaggregated granulites and lherzolite nodules. 
An alternative origin that might be considered is crystallization from anoma- 
lously Al-rich magmas. Strikingly Al-poor and Cr-rich spinels in boninites from 
Cape Vogel (Papua New Guinea) (Walker and Cameron, 1983) and Howqua 
(Victoria) (Crauford, 1980) are considered to have crystallized from unusual melt 
compositions with extremely low A1 content (Crawford, 1980). Conversely, one 
could consider that the existence of Cr-poor, Al-rich spinels in other volcanic rocks 
might reflect an abnormally high A120 3 content in the melt. 
Here we describe the occurrence of high-A1 spinels coexisting with Cr-spinels 
as inclusions in phenocrysts in arc lavas from five new localities: Bukit Mapas 
(Sumatra) and Bali in the Sunda arc, and Epi, Ambrym and Merelava islands in the 
Vanuatu arc. Consideration of factors which lead to crystallisation of magmatic 
Al-rich spinel may provide an insight into the origin and significance of high-A1 
melts. Moreover, the coexistence of both Al-rich and Cr-rich spinels strongly 
suggests that contamination a d mixing may be significant magmatic processes in 
the petrogenesis of the host rocks. 
The Al-spinel bearing samples 
Cr-spinel is the dominant oxide phase in all samples in this study, and occurs as 
inclusions in olivine phenocrysts. The Al-rich spinels are relatively minor and were 
found included in olivine phenocrysts: in ankaramitic lavas of Bali, western Epi, 
and Merelava; in basaltic lavas of Ambrym; in basaltic andesites of Bukit Mapas; 
and also in clinopyroxene phenocrysts in the Bali ankaramites. No Cr-spinels or 
Al-spinels were found as phenocrysts. Whole-rock compositions are shown in Table 
1. Except for Bukit Mapas basaltic andesites, the petrography and geochemistry of 
all other host lavas has been previously studied (see below, and Table 2). 
Vanuatu Arc 
Epi (samples: 71041, 71046) Pleistocene ankaramitic lavas from western Epi include 
some of the most primitive and Ca-rich compositions in the Vanuatu arc (Barsdell 
and Berry, 1990). The lavas consist dominantly ofclinopyroxene [-Mg/(Mg + Fetot) ] 
hereafter Mg # = 77-94) and olivine (Fo93_68) phenocrysts. 
Ambrym (sample: 74583) This sample is an olivine + clinopyroxene-phyric tholeiitic 
lava with restricted forsterite content (F094_90) for the majority of the olivine 
phenocryst population (E99ins, 1989). 
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Table 1. Representative whole-rock analyses. (1) Barsdell and Berry (1990), (2) Eggins 
(1989), (3) Barsdell (1988), (4) Wheller (1986), (5) Gasparon (1993) 
Location Western Epi Western Epi Ambrym Merelava Bali Bukit Mapas 
Sample # 71046 71041 74583 31541 67424 SMG166 
(1) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
SiO 2 48.20 47.80 51.45 50.82 46.44 55.00 
T iO 2 0.39 0.43 0.70 0.64 0.56 0.70 
A120 3 11.50 13.60 14.71 13.67 9.12 16.27 
Fe203tot 9.90 10.60 10.68 9.25 11.45 7.62 
MnO 0.16 0.18 0.18 0.21 0.20 0.15 
MgO 13.50 10.70 9.16 9.74 17.48 5.49 
CaO 14.40 14.20 10.08 12.90 11.78 9.19 
Na20 1.05 1.29 2.55 1.89 1.22 2.81 
K20 0.31 0.35 1.09 0.38 0.61 1.91 
P205 0.07 0.09 0.21 0.12 0.21 0.19 
L.O.I. 0.10 0.31 -0.41 0.20 0.41 0.39 
HzO 0.37 
Rest 0.33 
total 99.58 99.55 100.40 99.82 100.18 99.72 
Cr (ppm) 820 448 - -  372 1055 - -  
Merelava (sample: 31541) The detailed geochemistry and petrogenesis of these 
primitive olivine (Fo92_6s) + clinopyroxene (Mg# = 93-75)-phyric ankaramitic 
lavas is described in Barsdell (1988). 
Sunda Arc 
Bali (sample: 67424) The high-K shoshonitic ankaramites of southeastern Bali 
are the oldest, and compositionally, the most distinctive lavas in Bali (Table 1), 
constituting part of the Ulakan Formation (Wheller, 1986). The Bali ankaramites 
consist dominantly of clinopyroxene (Mg # = 67-92) and olivine (Fo92_ 77) pheno- 
crysts, but rare plagioclase phenocrysts are also present. 
Olivine and clinopyroxene phenocrysts in all ankaramitic samples described 
above are euhedral to subhedral in shape and show only minor resorption. Compo- 
sitional variations in these phenocrysts reflect differentiation trends and are not 
indicative of magma mixing. 
Bukit Mapas (South Sumatra, Sample: SMG 161-166) Bukit Mapas is a basaltic 
andesite central volcano in the South Sumatra Province (van Bemmelen, 1949), 
Pleistocene or younger in age. Samples are olivine-phyric lavas with rare rounded, 
resorbed quartz xenocrysts, clinopyroxene phenocrysts, and microphenocrysts of 
olivine, pyroxene, plagioclase and amphibole. All petrographic, mineral chemical 
and whole-rock data for Bukit Mapas are from Gasparon (1993). A small subset of 
representative analyses from Bukit Mapas is shown here. 
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Description and types of Al-spinei inclusions 
Mineral inclusions in olivine phenocrysts are red-brown Cr-spinel, clinopyroxene, 
and green Al-rich spinels and range up to about 200 #m across. Melt inclusions 
vary from glassy to crystalline, sometimes with optically distinct daughter phases 
(spinel, clinopyroxene) and interstitial glass and shrinkage bubbles. Fluid inclusions 
are common in all samples, and rare sulphide globules up to 60/~m across were 
found only in Bukit Mapas olivines. 
Petrographically, two types of Al-rich spinel crystals are recognized. Type 1 
includes Al-rich spinels occurring as discrete crystalline inclusions, and type 2 
includes Al-rich spinel crystals in melt inclusions in olivine (or rarely, clinopyroxene) 
phenocrysts. Relative to Cr-spinel solid inclusions, the proportion of Al-rich spinel 
solid inclusions is small, as they are found in only approximately 1% ofphenocrysts 
examined. Type 2 is abundant in Bukit Mapas basaltic andesites, less common in 
western Epi ankaramites, and rare at all other localities (see Table 2). 
Type-i Solid Inclusions 
Al-rich spinels are dull green, euhedral to sub-rounded crystals _< 100 #m across. 
Importantly, they may coexist in the same host grain with inclusions of Cr-spinel. 
Their distribution within host phenocrysts i  highly variable. They may occur as 
individual grains, or as clusters of two to several tens of grains, usually randomly 
distributed, or both. Occasionally, both Cr-spinel and Al-rich spinel inclusions may 
form a regular zoning pattern that follows relic crystal-melt interfaces (Fig. 1E). 
Table 2. Summary of occurrence and frequency of aluminous spinels. 
( I ) Frequency is 9iven relative to the abundance of Cr-spinel solid inclusions 
for Al-spinel solid inclusions and relative to the abundance of primary melt 
inclusions without Al-spinels for melt inclusions with the assemblage AI-spinel + 
Al-clinopyroxene + Al-glass, (rare ~ 1/100 and common ~ 1/20). The distri- 
bution of inclusions within their host showed zonin9 patterns in Western Epi, Bali, 
and Bukit Mapas olivines and clinopyroxenes 
Location host phenocryst Al-spinel inclusion type and frequency (1)
as solid inclusions in melt inclusions 
(Type-l) (Type-2) 
Indonesian are 
Bali 
Bukit Mapas 
Vanuatu arc 
Ambrym 
Merelava 
Western Epi 
olivine rare 
clinopyroxene none found 
olivine rare 
olivine rare 
olivine none found 
clinopyroxene none found 
olivine rare 
clinopyroxene none found 
rare 
very rare 
very common 
none ~und 
rare 
none ~und 
common 
none ~und 
Fig. 1. Al-spinels in melt inclusions (Type-2) are associated with clinopyroxene daughter 
crystals and a residual glass. Figure 1A shows this typical daughter phase assemblage (Al-rich 
spinel + Al-rich Cpx + residual glass). Width of melt inclusion approximately 80#m across. 
Host phenocryst is olivine. Sp Al-rich spinel, Px Al-rich clinopyroxene, Gl residual glass 
after the crystallisation of daughter phases, B Vapour phase cavity. Figure 1B-D X-ray 
distribution maps (CAMECA SX 50); Fig. C, D, and F, A1 Ka; Fig. 1B Mg-Ka. Figure 1D: 
Enlarged inset of Fig. 1C. Note overgrowth of daughter Al-rich spinel on Cr-spinel. Cr-spinel 
was trapped simultaneously with melt by the host olivine. 1E: Zoning pattern produced by 
Al-rich spinel inclusions and Al-rich spinel bearing melt inclusions in olivine. 1F: Electron 
microprobe scanned image (A1203). Note overgrowth of Al-rich spinel on Cr-spinel solid 
inclusion. Host phenocryst is olivine 
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Al-rich spinel rims on Cr-spinels were found in western Epi and in Bukit Mapas 
(Fig. IF) and are similar to those described in metamorphosed mafic-ultramafic 
rocks from the Panton sill (Western Australia) by Itamlyn (1975), and in high-K arc 
picrites from Ringgit-Besser, Java (Kamenetsky and Varne, unpubl, data). We note 
also that in some samples, solid inclusions have adjacent to them a small portion 
of melt that appears to have been trapped together with the solid spinel inclusion. 
This feature is observed for both Cr-spinels and Al-rich spinel solid inclusions. These 
polyphase inclusions are easily distinguished from melt inclusions of type 2 by their 
absence of clinopyroxene crystals, and the relative volume proportions of spinel and 
melt. 
Type-2 Melt Inclusions 
Most olivine phenocrysts contain primary crystalline melt inclusions composed of 
fluid, crystal, and residual, interstitial glass phases. Clinopyroxene is the dominant 
daughter crystal phase in crystalline melt inclusions and olivine has nucleated 
on the melt inclusion wall. Glassy melt inclusions and polyphase melt inclusions 
with trapped Cr-spinels are also present. Melt inclusions range in size up to a few 
hundred/~m, usually with euhedral shapes, less commonly elongated or irregular. 
Melt inclusions with At-rich spinels however, are rare and tend to be surrounded 
by trails of small inclusions < 1 #m in size. These small inclusions broadly contour 
the outlines of the melt inclusion wall and remain equidistant from it, forming a 
corona inclusion surface that partially encloses the melt inclusion. 
When present in melt inclusions, M-rich spinels occur as individual crystals or 
as overgrowths on Cr-spinels which were also simultaneously trapped with the melt 
inclusion. Al-spinels in melt inclusions are always associated with clinopyroxene 
crystals and an interstitial glass (Fig. 1A-D). This association is always present and 
the assemblage M-spinel + Al-clinopyroxene + glass is consistently found in all 
M-spinel bearing melt inclusions. 
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Fig. 2. The volume-proportion that Al-spinel occupies with respect to its host melt inclusion 
may be estimated from the value of the melt inclusion/Al-spinel diameter ratio. The slope 
indicates that Al-rich spinels occupy about 1-5 volume ~. Arbitrary microscope units are 
used (1 unit ~ 2 pro) 
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Clinopyroxene is the dominant phase in olivine-hosted Al-spinel bearing melt 
inclusions, occupying approximately 40-60~ of the melt inclusion volume com- 
monly found as a single crystal. These clinopyroxenes differ texturally from those 
found in crystalline melt inclusions, which grow forming numerous clinopyroxene 
crystals. Al-rich spinel is a minor phase in these melt inclusions. Diameters of 
coexisting Al-rich spinel--melt inclusion pairs from western Epi samples are plotted 
in Fig. 2 and correspond to ratios of 1 : 4 to 1 : 5, indicating that Al-rich spinel 
occupies approximately 1-5~o of the melt inclusion volume. Similar Al-rich green 
spinels are also reported in melt inclusion assemblages in clinopyroxene phenocrysts 
in Mt. Etna alkalic lavas (Frezzotti et al., 1991). 
Whole-rock and mineral chemistry 
Analytical techniques 
Several samples from each volcanic unit were hand-crushed, sieved, and their 
phenocrysts (olivine-clinopyroxene) hand-picked from size fractions 0.3-0.5 mm. 
The grains were mounted in epoxy, polished to expose inclusions and analysed using 
a fully automated three spectrometer Cameca SX 50 electron microprobe (Univer- 
sity of Tasmania) calibrated with natural mineral standards (PAP data reduction). 
Olivine (USNM 111312/444), basaltic glasses (USNM 111240/52, UTASGLASS 
498), clinopyroxene (USNM 122142; Jarosewich et al., 1980), and spinel (UV 126, 
Lavrentev et al., 1974); USNM 117075 New Caledonia Cr-spinel) were used as 
standards. Analytical conditions were 15 kV accelerating voltage, 20 nA (minerals) 
and 10 nA (glasses) beam current, and 1-2/tm (minerals) and 10-20 #m (glasses) 
beam size. Inclusions were analysed as pairs together with their coexisting host 
(within 20-30 #m distance). Spinel analyses were recalculated assuming a stoichio- 
metric composition (Finger, 1972). 
Olivine-hosted melt inclusions containing Al-spinels from Bukit Mapas and Bali 
were partly homogenised using the heating-stage t chnique with visual control, 
described by Sobolev et al. (1980). Melt inclusions were progressively heated to 
approximately 1250 °C to melt crystalline daughter phases for 15-20 minutes and 
then quenched to a glass prior to analyses. 
Analytical results 
Representative analyses of spinel and associated phases in melt inclusions, and of 
Al-rich spinel inclusions, are given in Tables 3 and 4 respectively, and are shown 
in Figure 3, 4 and 5. The following key points are noted: 
1. Spinels show a wide range in Cr/(Cr + A1) (herein Cr #), varying from Cr-rich, 
Al-poor to Cr-poor, Al-rich (Fig. 3A). This range may be subdivided into three 
intervals: Cr-rich spinels (Cr# > 50), Cr-poor spinels (Cr # < 5) and Cr-A1 
spinels of intermediate compositions (Cr# 5-50), corresponding respectively to 
A120 3 contents of approximately <20 wt~o, > 50 Wt~o, and 20-50 wt~. 
2. Both Al-rich and Cr-rich spinels occur in olivines that span similar composi- 
tional ranges (Fo92_ 75) and have the same range of NiO values (0.05-0.40 wt ~) 
(Fig. 3F). The strong positive correlation between Fo content of the host olivine 
and Mg # in the spinel (Fig. 3E) is most likely due to the fact that both types of 
spinel have re-equilibrated with host olivine. 
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Fig. 3. Spinel inclusions in olivine phenocrysts. Figure 3A E includes pinels from all 
localities tudied in this paper (Bali, Sumatra, Epi, Ambryn, Merelava). Figure 3F includes 
spinel composition from Bukit Mapas only. Circles: Cr-spinels (Cr# = > 50), diamonds: 
Al-spinels (Cr# < 5), crosses: intermediate compositions (Cr# = 5-50). Filled symbols 
represent compositions of spinel crystals in melt inclusions included in olivine, open symbols 
represent compositions of discrete spinels included in olivine phenocrysts 
3. The majority of Al-rich spinels have lower Fe2+/~Fe values compared to 
coexisting Cr-rich spinel (Fig. 3D), and within each group (Al-rich spinel and 
Cr-rich spinel) there is a broad inverse correlation between Mg# and TiO2, 
typical of crystal fractionation (eg. Bukit Mapas, Fig. 3F). 
4. Al-spinels in melt inclusions (type 2) have higher Mg # compared to discrete 
spinel inclusions (Type-l), and have restricted Cr# compositions (Cr# < 5), 
whereas discrete spinel crystals how a wide range in Cr # (0-90), (Fig. 3A and 4). 
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Fig. 5a-d. Composition of  clinopyroxene inclusions in olivine. Open symbols represent 
compositions of clinopyroxene included in olivine, filled symbols represent composition of 
clinopyroxene crystals in melt inclusions included in olivine. Symbol shapes as in Fig. 3. 
Broken lines: composition field of clinopyroxene phenocrysts (all localities in this study). 
Dotted line: compositional field of clinopyroxenes found in association with Al-rich spinels 
in volcanic rocks (data compiled from Arculus, 1978, and Romick et al., 1990) 
5. Clinopyroxene inclusions in olivine, both as discrete inclusions and crystals in 
melt inclusions, have a very wide compositional range, with exceptionally high 
A1203 contents  (up to 20 wt~, Fig. 5c), and SIC 2 contents  as low as 38 wt% (Fig. 
5a) being not uncommon. Discrete clinopyroxene inclusions tend to be more 
aluminous than clinopyroxene phenocrysts (Fig. 5C). We note that the composi- 
tions of clinopyroxenes coexisting with Al-rich spinels in melt inclusions are 
similar to clinopyroxene compositions reported by ArcuIus (1978) in Grenada 
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Table 5 A. Composition of melt inclusions in olivine phenocrysts f om Bukit Mapas and Bali. The homogenisation f
melt inclusions with Al-rich spinel, Al-rich clinopyroxene, and residual Si-rich Al-rich glass assemblages was only
partially achieved as Al-rich spinel and vapour phases persisted even tohigh temperatures. Average compositions f 
partially homogenised melt inclusions and average compositions of Al-rich spinels are shown in column (1) and (2) 
respectively. Melt compositions, calculated by mass balance, after theaddition of 1 volume % (column 3) and 5 volume 
% (column 4) of Al-rich spinel, are Al-rich and compare with Al-rich melt composition indicated in Fig. 6 and with 
aluminous compositions of lower crust aluminous gabbros. Melt inclusion composition of parent basaltic melt in olivine 
(F°91,7 ), from Della Pasqua and Varne, (in prep). 
B Lower crustal gabbroic compositions, 6 = average of marie inclusions representing the composition of lower 
crust, Northeast Honshu arc, Japan (Kushiro, 1990, Table 3), (7) = average composition of accreted lower crust 
gabbroic rocks, Talkeetna arc, southeastern Alaska (Pearcy et al., 1990, Table 1), (8) = average composition of 
gabbroic pegmatoids from Mature Ophiolite Complex, Northern Papua New Guinea (Jaques et al., 1983, Table I) 
A Average composition 
of two partially 
homogenized melt 
inclusions with 
Al-spinel 
(1) 
Average composition 
of Al-spinel 
in melt inclusions 
(2) 
Partially homogenised melt 
inclusions with added Al-spinel 
1 vol. ~o added 5 vol. ~ added 
(3) (4) 
Composition 
of melt inclusion 
without Al-spinel 
(5) 
Bukit Mapas ( Sunda arc) 
SiO 2 44.50 
TiO2 1.11 
AI20 3 16.29 
Cr203 
FeO 8.37 
MgO 9.56 
CaO 16.76 
MnO 0.07 
NaO 2.79 
K20 0.62 
P205 0.22 
total 100.29 
Bali ( Sunda arc) 
SiO2 45.84 
TiO 2 0.73 
AI203 17.94 
Cr20 3 0.07 
FeO 9.48 
MgO 7.15 
CaO 15.82 
MnO 0.17 
NaO 2.10 
K20 0.59 
P205 0.14 
total 100.01 
0.39 
56.48 
20.28 
19.62 
0.08 
96.85 
43.72 41.15 
1.10 1.06 
16.87 19.29 
0.00 0.00 
8.53 9.26 
9.69 10.31 
16A6 15.50 
0.07 0.07 
2.74 2.58 
0.61 0.57 
0.22 0.20 
100.00 100.00 
0.13 45.15 42.45 44.43 
0.31 0.72 0.70 0.78 
58.70 18.57 21.01 11.08 
0.49 0.07 0.10 0.10 
21.53 9.67 10.39 10.30 
17.24 7.31 7.91 16.20 
15.57 14.64 13.44 
0.12 0.17 0.17 0.07 
2.06 1.94 1.93 
0.58 0.55 1.31 
0.13 0.12 0.35 
98.84 100.00 100.00 99.99 
(continued) 
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Table 5 (continued) 
B Average composition f crustal gabbros 
(6) (7) (8) 
SiO2 42.39 43.78 41.53 
TiO 2 1.01 0.68 0.36 
Al20 3 20.01 18.69 22.11 
FeO 10.89 10.17 10.48 
MgO 10.54 10.63 5.85 
CaO 12.92 13.97 14.62 
MnO 0.16 0.17 0.17 
NaO 1.65 1.74 0.68 
K 2 O 0.24 0.11 0.20 
PaOs 0.19 0.08 0.01 
total 100.00 100.02 96.01 
basanites that also carry Al-spinels. Moreover, Romick et al. (1990) and Bissainte 
et al. (1993) described Al-rich spinel phenocrysts coexisting with aluminous 
clinopyroxenes quite similar to those described here. 
Additional observations include: 
1. Compositions of interstitial glasses in melt inclusions associated with Al-rich 
spinel and aluminous clinopyroxenes are characterised byhigh SiO 2 (to 65 wt~o) 
and high A120 3 (to 26 wt~o) contents (Table 4). They are residual after the 
crystallisation ofspinel, olivine and clinopyroxene. Compositionally, these felsic 
glasses are similar to residual glasses in melt inclusions reported from Mount 
Etna nodules (Frezzotti et al., 1991). 
2. Al-rich spinel in melt inclusions did not melt during heating experiments. Recal- 
culated compositions ofpartly homogenised melt inclusions in olivine from Bukit 
Mapas and Bali (Table 5A) are characterised by low SiO 2 and high A120 3 
contents. 
Discussion 
Possible models for the origin of Al-spinels 
A number of possibilities for the origin of the Al-rich spinel in these arc lavas might 
be put forward: 
I. A xenocrystal origin. Accidental trapping and/or assimilation of material contain- 
ing the Al-rich spinel crystals (e.g. granulite or lherzolite xenoliths) by host magmas 
has been suggested by Arculus (1978) and Kuehner et al. (1981) as a possible origin 
for high-A1 spinels in some volcanic rocks. Descriptions of Al-rich spinel-bearing 
xenoliths and individual xenocrysts and megacrysts include examples from the 
alkaline lavas of Iki Island, Japan (Aoki, 1968), the Kerguelen archipelago (Talbot et 
al., 1963), New South Wales (Binns, 1969; Binns et al., 1970), Mt. Melbourne Volcanic 
Field (Antarctica) (Homing and W6rner, 1992), and Hawaiian tholeiites (Sen and 
Leeman, 1991). However, the Cr-poor compositions of our Al-rich spinel inclusions 
are markedly different from the more Cr-rich spinels in peridotites (Cr # > 10, Dick 
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and Bullen, 1984; Dick and Fisher, 1984), and no other phases or relics of metamor- 
phic or ultramafic assemblages were observed. Furthermore, the distribution of 
crystalline inclusions occasionally follows the crystallographic shape of the host 
olivine, denoting relic crystal-melt interfaces where spinel nucleated on growing 
olivine crystals; therefore, Al-rich spinels were present in the melt and probably 
crystallising with forsteritic olivine (Fo92_75). This strongly supports the trapping 
of these discrete high-A1 inclusions during magmatic rystallisation of olivine, and 
is thus generally inconsistent with a xenocrystic origin. 
2. Formation of Al-rich spinel via breakdown (and~or exsolution) of Al-bearing 
minerals in the magma chamber, followed by their subsequent trapping by crystallising 
olivines and clinopyroxenes. In this model, the formation of Al-rich spinel is explained 
as the result of solid state reactions, mainly due to decreasing pressure and conse- 
quent exsolution or breakdown of high-pressure Al-bearing phases. Examples in- 
clude spinel exsolution from aluminous pyroxene (Obata, 1980; Aoki and Shiba, 
1973; Varne, 1978), from plagioclase (Wiebe, 1986; Wass, 1973; Wilkinson, 1975) and 
from leucite (Jaclues and Foley, 1985), or breakdown of biotite (Venturelli et al., 1984), 
garnet (Griffin et al., 1984; Aoki and Prinz, 1974; Neal and Nixon, 1985; Reid and 
Dawson, 1972) and Ti-magnetite (Prince and Putnis, 1979). Exsolution reactions are 
easily recognised in thin section, but none were observed in the samples tudied, 
and an origin for the Al-rich spinels involving exsolution from a higher-pressure 
aluminous phase can be confidently excluded. Besides being texturally obvious, 
breakdown reactions (e.g. of biotite, garnet or FeTi oxides) produce Cr-free spinels 
that reflect he composition of the precursor phase, and are unlikely to produce the 
Cr # compositional range observed in Type-1 spinels. 
3. Crystallisation of Al-rich spinel (and other phases) at high pressures, followed by 
their trapping at lower pressures by olivine and clinopyroxene. Kushiro and Yoder 
(1966) studied the peritectic reaction Fo + Al-diopside + Al-enstatite + Al-spinel 
at 8-9 kbar, and their results are often cited to support he formation of Al-rich 
spinel at high pressure. Various authors have proposed that the rather aluminous 
AI-Cr spinels in mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB) may have originated by crystal- 
lisation at relatively high pressure (e.g. Irvine, 1967; Sigurdsson and Schilling, 1976; 
Dick and Bryan, 1978; Fisk and Bence, 1980). There is limited experimental support 
for this hypothesis (Green et al., 1972; Raheim and Green, 1974; Falloon and Green, 
1987; Delano, 1980; Bartels et al., 1991; Thy, 1991; Johnston and Draper, 1992), 
although we are aware of no convincing experimental demonstration f the pressure 
dependence of A1 partitioning in spinel. Rather, Dick and Bullen (1984) suggest that 
this pressure ffect on the composition of spinel is largely due to variations in the 
partition coefficient for Cr, resulting in a lower Cr # in the spinel at high pressures. 
One main line of evidence argues against he applicability of a high pressure 
origin for the Al-rich spinels found in our arc lavas: Al-rich spinel rims were found 
on typical Cr-spinel crystals in both (1) discrete spinel inclusions and (2) spinel 
in melt inclusions, (ie. Cr-spinel preceded Al-spinel). 
4. Formation of Al-rich spinel as a result of closed system breakdown of phases which 
were previously trapped by magmatic olivine, e.g. amphibole. Several experimental 
studies have focused on the decompression breakdown of pargasite (Lykins and 
Jenkins, 1992; Holloway, 1973). Textural evidence of such reactions, and the forma- 
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tion of Cr-A1 spinel, Al-rich glass, Al-rich clinopyroxene and high-Mg olivine as 
breakdown products have been documented in the olivine-orthopyroxene matrix of 
lherzolite nodules from alkaline basalts of the Newer Volcanic Province in Victoria 
(Yaxley et al., 1991; and our unpubl, data). It is therefore tempting to consider a
mechanism by which pargasitic amphibole is included by olivine and clinopyroxene 
at high pressures, and subsequently broken down (during ascent) to produce the 
Al-rich spinel + Al-rich clinopyroxene + Al-rich glass assemblages observed in 
melt inclusions. However, it is unlikely that pargasite would crystallize (or survive) 
in a basaltic magma capable of crystallizing Fo92 olivine (T probably > 1200 °C). 
It also demands that at least some of the pargasite breakdown occurred outside 
of 'armouring' olivine host crystals, since some discrete inclusions of Al-rich spinel 
are included in olivines in each of the studied samples without associated Al-rich 
pyroxene or melt. Any Al-spinels produced by pargasite breakdown within a basaltic 
magma might either be dissolved, or overgrown by rims of typical near-liquidus 
high-Cr spinel. In fact, we occasionally observe the opposite, with high-Cr spinels 
rimmed by green Al-rich spinel. 
5. Crystallisation of Al-rich spinel from a discrete high-Al melt in the magma chamber. 
Co-crystallisation f both Cr-rich and Al-rich spinels from the same melt is highly 
unlikely (e.g. Maurel and Maurel, 1982; Sack and Ghiorso, 1991; Nielsen and Dungan, 
1983). Furthermore, zoning from Cr-rich cores to Al-rich rims on many spinels from 
each of our localities argues against co-crystallization from a homogeneous melt. 
The rather sparse amount of Al-spinel compared with Cr-spinel in these (and most 
other) arc basalts suggests that the favourable conditions for crystallisation of 
Al-rich spinel were restricted in space, and probably in time. The occurrence of 
Al-rich spinel with intermediate compositions toward Cr-A1 spinel is strong evi- 
dence for the mixing of melts which were parental to normal Cr-spinels, and to 
Al-rich spinel. 
Both Cr-spinel and Al-rich spinel show a strong correlation between their Mg # 
and Fo value of their host olivine (Fig. 3E). Such a relationship is indicative of 
equilibrium between associated olivine and spinel (Sigurdsson, 1977). 
We now focus on evidence supporting a magmatic origin for the Al-spinel. 
Important facts supporting a magmatic origin for these Al-rich spinels include: 
- -  their association with magmatic olivine, with which they have equilibrated (Fig. 
3E), and occasionally with magmatic Cr-spinel; 
- -  they have euhedral crystallographic shapes in melt inclusions, and are euhedral 
to sub-rounded as discrete spinel inclusions in olivine; 
- -  they are aligned along the host olivine growth outlines; 
- - they  sometimes occur as rims on Cr-spinel crystals (and never vice versa), in 
both solid inclusions and melt inclusions, reflecting the temporal sequence of 
crystallisation; 
- - they  commonly crystallised together with particularly Al-rich pyroxene as 
daughter crystals inside melt inclusions, leading to the formation of a residual 
felsic Al-rich glass, and to the formation of a shrinkage bubble. This consistent 
presence of Al-rich spinels, Al-rich clinopyroxene and Al-rich glass in melt 
inclusions cannot be coincidental nd must reflect the crystallisation of these 
phases from an Al-rich, compositionally distinct rapped melt. 
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Constraints on the chemistry of the parent magmas of Al-spinels 
Experimental studies of spinel-melt equilibrium (Maurel and Maurel, 1982, 1983) 
show that the A1 content of spinel increases with A1 concentration i  the melt. 
Although these experiments were carried out with relatively low-A1 melt composi- 
tions and at atmospheric pressure, an extrapolation of their correlation (Fig. 6) 
suggests that A120 3 contents of melts in equilibrium with our Al-rich spinels 
may have been 20-22~o. 
Correlations between A1 content in spinel and A1 concentration i host rocks 
and glasses observed by Sigurdsson and Schilling (1976), Crawford (1980), Dick and 
Bullen (1984) and Allan et al. (1988) also support our assertion that it is possible to 
produce Al-rich spinel by crystallisation of a melt with exceptionally high A1203 
content. Independent confirmation of this bulk composit ion control on the A1 
content of spinel comes from findings of Al-rich spinel in high-A1 metamorphic rocks 
in association with other high-A1 phases, such as staurolite, garnet, sapphirine, 
corundum, micas, and plagioclase (Graham, 1987; Droop and Bucher-Nurminen, 
1984; Grapes, 1986), and in cumulates from hypothetical aluminous mantle melts 
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Fig. 6. Correlation between A1 content in the melt and in spinel, according to Maurel and 
Maurel (1982). The dashed line is an extrapolation i to the field of high-A1 melts based on the 
partitioning of A1203 between Cr-spinel and silicate melt after Maurel and Maurel (1983, 
equation-2), for an Fe203 content in spinel of 5 wt%. Shaded area represents he composi- 
tional range of Al-rich spinels (A120 3 > 50 wt~o) found in this study. The extrapolation 
suggests hat Al-rich spinels might have been in equilibrium with melts with A12 03 contents 
of approximately 20-22 wt~ 
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(Nixon et al., 19'78; Exley and Smith, 1983). They also occur in highly aluminous 
lunar samples (e g. Drever et al., 1972; Roeder and Weiblen, 1972; Haggerty, 1972; 
Reid, 1972; Reid et al., 1972; Cameron et al., 1973; Keil et al., 1970). However, the 
latter differ significantly from terrestrial basalts in that they crystallised under 
reducing conditions. Such conditions ignificantly influence the Cr and Fe 3+ 
partitioning, allowing more A1 into octahedral sites (Roeder and Reynolds, 1991; 
Schreiber and Haskin, 1976; Nielsen and Dungan, 1983). Reducing crystallization 
conditions for lunar basalts are reflected in lower Fe 3+ contents of their spinels, 
unlike Al-rich spinels described here which show higher Fe3+/Fe 2+ contents com- 
pared to coexisting Cr-spinels (Fig. 3D). 
We have estimated the melt compositions in equilibrium with our Al-rich spinels 
by recalculating compositions ofpartially homogenised melt inclusions in olivines 
from Bukit Mapas and Bali (Table 5A, column 3 and 4) by addition of Al-spinel 
according to its estimated volume proportion in melt inclusions (1-5 vol.~) from 
Fig. 2. The recalculated melt compositions (Table 5B) have unusually low-Si and 
high-A1 compositions (Si/A1 < 2.2) that resemble those of lower crustal mafic 
xenoliths from northeastern Honshu (Kushiro, 1987, 1990), Tonsina, Alaska (Pearcy 
et al., 1990), and gabbros from the Marum ophiolites, Papua New Guinea (Jaques 
et al., 1983). According to Dick and Bullen (1984), low Si/A1 melt compositions are 
capable of crystallizing Al-rich, Cr-poor spinel. Furthermore, low silica melt compo- 
sitions can also favour the crystallisation of Al-rich, Si-poor pyroxenes (Kushiro, 
1960). The association of Al-rich clinopyroxene with Al-rich spinel as phenocrysts 
and as cumulates has been observed in Lesser Antilles and Aleutians basalts 
(Arculus, 1978; Romick et al., 1990), and must therefore reflect peculiar melt compo- 
sitions and crystallisation conditions. 
Models for the generation ofhigh-Al parent melts 
We suggest, therefore, that one model for the origin of the high-A1 spinels in the 
lavas we have studied is that they crystallized from local melt pockets with unusually 
low-Si and high-A1 compositions, imilar to compositions of aluminous gabbros 
in the lower crust. Assimilation and complete breakdown of lower crust gabbros 
may lead to the formation of local pockets of highly aluminous melts within the 
otherwise typical basaltic magma, and to crystallisation of Al-rich spinels. The 
composition of this host basaltic melt in Bali is shown in Table-5 column 5. 
Compositions of melt inclusions without Al-spinels are also shown for Merelava, 
Epi, Bali and Lombok in Della-Pasqua and Varne (in prep.) as part of a separate 
melt inclusion study aimed at establishing the composition of primary melts for 
these ankaramite suites. Olivine, and less frequently clinopyroxene phenocrysts, 
may subsequently trap both: a) Al-rich spinels as discrete inclusions and b) the melt 
from which Al-spinel and Al-clinopyroxene assemblages crystallised. The products 
of the crystallisation of basaltic melt and contaminant Al-melt, as well as the 
products of the crystallisation fmixed melts, are reflected in the wide Cr # composi- 
tional range of spinels. A good example of this may be the recent discovery of Al-rich 
green spinels in a tholeiitic picrite from Iceland (I. Sigurdsson, pers. comm., 1993). 
Emplacement of a hot, plume-related picritic magma beneath and through a 
MORB-related cumulate pile may lead to localized melting of the cumulates, and 
production of aluminous pinels. 
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If the above model is correct, it would be reasonable to suggest hat Al-rich 
spinels hould occur in any magmatic system where gabbroic umulates and regular 
recharge of fresh magma batches are involved. Given their aluminous nature, 
early-crystallizing plagioclase and plagioclase-rich umulate sequences, and open- 
system magma chambers, MORB might be the ideal candidates to crystallize 
Al-spinel via this mechanism. However, we have very carefully examined more than 
ten representative MORB suites, and have not recorded a single crystal of Al-spinel. 
Some further ingredient appears to be necessary to crystallize Al-spinel together 
with Cr-spinel from basaltic magmas. 
All the terrestrial volcanic-cumulate suites that we are aware of that crystallised 
Al-rich spinel are either: 
- -  alkaline intraplate basalt suites and their cumulates, including Balleny Is. (Green, 
1992), Jan Mayen Is. (lmsland, 1980), Mt. Etna (Frezzotti et al., 1991) Papua New 
Guinea (our unpubl, data), Kerguelen (Talbot et al., 1963), tholeiitic picrites of 
Iceland (I. Sigurdsson, pers. comm.), and intraplate basalts in eastern Australia 
(Binns et al., 1970; Wass, 1973; Wilkinson, 1973, 1975; Yim, 1990) and China (Fan 
and Hooper, 1989), 
- -  arc lavas or their cumulates [e.g. this study; Aoki (1968), Arculus (1978), Arculus 
and Wills (1980), Snoke et al. (1981), Bissainte t al. (1993), Crawford et al. (1988), 
DeBari and Coleman (1989); DeBari et al. (1987), Java (our unpubl, data)-], 
- -  ultrapotassic kimberlite-lamproite series rocks from many localities (e.g. Jaques 
and Foley, 1985; Venturelli et al., 1984; Kuehner et al., 1981; Mazzone and 
Haggerty, 1986; Wagner and Velde, 1987; Exsey and Smith, 1983; Nixon et al., 
1978; Pasteris, 1983; Kay et al., 1983; Reid et al., 1975). 
Relative to MORB, each of these magma series is relatively hydrous, and should 
be capable of crystallizing amphibole in near-solidus conditions. We have noted 
above that pargasite breaks down incongruently to form a very aluminous glass, 
aluminous clinopyroxene, Al-rich spinel and olivine. A second hypothesis for origin 
of these Al-rich spinels is therefore, that amphibole in amphibole-rich umulates on 
the walls of magma chambers breaks down as a result of influx of hot magnesian 
parental basaltic magma. The strongly aluminous melts produced might form a 
sheath between the relatively unfractionated core basalt and the floor- and sidewall 
cumulate pile. Convective mixing associated with recharge of the magma chamber 
will provide the opportunity for trapping of this aluminous melt, and its crystalliza- 
tion products (Al-rich spinel and aluminous clinopyroxene). Olivine produced in 
the breakdown reaction will rapidly re-equilibrate with the fresh hot basaltic melt, 
but similarly-produced aluminous clinopyroxene may dissolve. Our attempts to 
melt Al-spinel hosted in melt inclusions how that it is difficult to dissolve, so that 
Al-rich spinel produced uring amphibole breakdown may actually persist; the 
subrounded iscrete Al-rich spinel inclusions in many olivine phenocrysts may 
reflect his process. 
Whichever model is the correct one, and there may be several others that 
we have not considered here, a key ingredient must be a mechanism capable of 
producing ahighly aluminous melt in a magmatic system frequented by magnesian 
basaltic magmas. We believe that the occurrence ofgreen, Al-rich spinels in arc and 
intraplate basalts is more widespread than commonly believed. The mechanism 
required to generate suitable parental highly aluminous melts within a basaltic 
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magmatic system is not yet well understood, but its very existence demonstrates 
that we still do not have a thorough understanding of the evolution and dynamics 
of basaltic magmatic systems. Further studies will hopefully refine our models for 
the production and preservation ofhigh-A1 spinels in arc and intraplate basalts. 
Conclusions 
We have described coexisting Cr-A1 spinels and Al-rich spinels inclusions in olivine 
and rare clinopyroxene phenocrysts in basalts and basaltic andesites from five arc 
volcanic suites. Petrographic and compositional features of both spinel groups 
indicate that they grew via magmatic rystallization, and that they are not simply 
xenocrysts derived from disaggregated lower crustal granulites. In partly crystallized 
former melt inclusions in olivine phenocrysts in these rocks, the occurrence of 
the Al-rich spinels together with particularly aluminous (commonly around 159/o 
A1203) clinopyroxenes and very Al-rich residual glass indicates the presence of a 
highly aluminous (20-25~o A1203) melt at some stage during the fractionation 
history of the host basalts. Any mechanism for the origin of the Al-rich spinels must 
be directly linked to a model capable of producing a highly aluminous melt in a 
basaltic magma chamber. 
We consider two scenarios for the formation of high A1 melts. The first involves 
digestion of gabbroic lower crustal xenoliths by the host magma, producing local- 
ized pockets of highly aluminous melt. A problem with this model is that green 
Al-rich spinels are unknown from MORB, whereas the composition and magmatic 
systems for MORB should optimize the chance for Al-rich spinel to crystallize. As 
an alternative, we note that all occurrences of green, Al-rich spinels in volcanic 
rocks of which we are aware occur in hydrous basaltic magmas, either arc-related, or 
intraplate in origin. We suggest that amphibole-rich sidewall cumulates in basaltic 
magmas chambers of these magmatic systems may melt incongruently during 
recharge with hot basaltic magma. This breakdown reaction produces a very 
aluminous melt, aluminous clinopyroxene, olivine, and Al-rich spinel. These break- 
down products are then available for interaction with, and incorporation into, 
freshly injected batches of hotter, more primitive basalt. 
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